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INTERЮR ERROR ESTIMATES OF P R O J E C T Ю N 
M E T H O D S 
byJOACHIM A. NITSCHE 
1. Let Q be a bounded domain in RN and Qt, Q' etc. subdomains of Q. By 
W2(Q
f) the Sobolev-space of functions with generalized L2-integmb\Q n-th derivatives 
is meant with the norm || . \\„.Q'. 
As typical example we consider the boundary value problem 
— Au = fin Q, 
(I) u = 0 on dQ y J 
and restrict ourselves with respect to numerical methods to that of Ritz: For any 
subspace Sh £ W\(Q) the approximation uh = Rhu e Sh is defined by 
D(u - uh, X) = 0 for XeSh. (2) 
The convergence uh -> u will heavily depend on the approximability properties 
the used subspaces will have. Roughly speaking spline subspaces {Sh | 0 < h < 1} 
fulfill conditions of the following type: 
Let Qt with i = 1, 2, ..., I be a finite set of subdomains of 0 and Oj be such that 
Q\ <=. d Qt. If a function u with ueL2(Q) restricted to Qt is in W2(Q^ then there is 
for any h e (0, l )ax f t 6 Sh such that 
|| f - Xh \\k.n, = ch"-k{\\ u ||0.a + || u \\ri.Qi} (3) 
with c independent of u and h. 
While the Ritz approximations are defined globally they may under certain condi-
tions have this interior and local convergence property as is shown in the next sec-
tions. The presented result is a simplified version of a joint work with A. SCHATZ, 
which will be published later. For the corresponding problem in case of L2-projections 
see Appl. Anal. 2 (1972), pp. 161-168. 
2. We will consider approximating subspaces according to the following conditions: 
Let n be a fixed integer. For h e (0, 1) there are given 
i. a finite dimensional subspace Sh e W"l(Q) n W2(Q) 
ii. a finite set %h of subdomains of Q 
such that the four properties are satisfied. 
Proposition 1. For any Q' c Q there is a Te %h with 
dist (Q\ T) = ch, 
c being independent of Q' and h. 
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Proposition 2. For any TeXh and any %
 e s* inverse relations 
\\x\UuT = ch-l\\X\\k.T (* = 0 , 1 , . . . , » - 1 ) 
A0/d /irue w#h c independent of x* T and h. 
Proposition 3. For ue W\(Q) n JV2v&) wiVA m ^ n + 1 and Q' ^ supp (u) 
fhere is a xe *$/, witA 
dist (Q', supp (x)) ^ cA 
such that 
\\u-X ||*.O ^ eh"
1"* || u ||m.„ (* = 0, 1,..., m - 1) 
and c be/ng independent of u and h. 
Proposition 4. Let (oeCco(Q) be given with Q2 = supp (co) and let Qt contain Q2 
properly. Any function cox w*th x e Sh can be approximated by an element cp e Sh 
with supp (<p) £ Qx according to 
\\<oX-9 lU.o = ch»
+1-k I X | . . 0 l (k = 0, 1, .... it) 
with c depending possibly on co resp. Q1, Q2 but independent ofx andh. 
These assumptions are typical for splines. For N = 2, i.e. in two dimensions, let 
r be a regular triangulation of R2 with a maximum edge length h. Then %h consists 
of all unions of triangles contained in Q. Sh may be the space of all continuous func-
tions which are piecewise linear in the triangles of P. As is easily checked the proposi-
tions are true with n = 1. 
An immediate consequence of the propositions is 
Lemma 1. Let Ql9 Q2 be subdomains of Q with Q2 c c Q±. Any function ue 
e W2(Q^ with m ^ / i + 1 may be approximated by elements Xh
 e Sh according to 
\\u-Xh \\k.a2 = ch
m'k || u ||m.fll (k = 0, 1, ..., m - 1) 
with c independent of u and h. 
Though the formulated conditions will give the wanted interior error estimates 
for the Ritz approximations in case of a sufficiently smooth boundary dQ there may 
be a certain 'pollution' effect caused by corners or other irregularities of dQ. We 
will formulate the conditions on dQ implicitely by 
R E G U L A R I T Y ASSUMPTION 




ii. IfQ2 = supp (/) c <= Q and Qt contains Q2 properly then u restricted to Q — Qt 
is in W2(Q - Qx) with X independent of fond fi., Q2 and 
HUn-^cl/llo.G,. 
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3. Now we turn over to the question of local interior error estimates for the Ritz 
approximations. We assume the propositions of # 2 to be valid. The main step will be 
Lemma 2. Let Q1, Q2 be domains with Q2czcz Qt c Q, Let further u be in W
l
2(Q) 
and restricted to Qx in W^(QX) with p = n + 1. The error e = eh = u — Rhu then 
fulfills the recurrence relation 
II e l^.fl, Sch\\e Jx.0l + ch""
1 || u l,.0l + eh*'
1 J e | l i B . 
As a direct consequence by iteration with respect to domains we have then 
Theorem. Under the conditions of Lemma 2 the error estimate 
\\e\\uii2^ch^\\u\\p.ni + ch^\\e\\,.n (5) 
is valid with c depending only on Ql9 Q2 . 
This theorem shows that the error of the Ritz method locally depends on the one 
hand on the local regularity of the solution of the boundary value problem and on 
the other hand on an additional overall error term caused by possible irregularities 
of the boundary. For X sufficiently large, i.e. for smooth boundaries, the second term 
will be of order hp~x at least for we Wl2(Q) already since || e ||1#fl is bounded by 
c || u ||i.fl- Otherwise if u has in all of Q a certain smoothness then || e ||1#f2 will 
be small and so the second term in (5) may still be dominated by the first one. 
In order to prove the lemma we choose subdomains Q't, Q'{ and Q'2 according to 
Q2 cz cz Q'2 CZ CZ Q[ CZ CZ Q'[ CZ CZ Qt . 
The constants c in the subsequent inequalities may depend on the choice of these 
domains. In order to get an estimate for the error e = eh = u — uh = u-~ Rhu 
in Q2 we introduce a cut-off function co, i.e. a function coe C°° with 0 ^ co ^ 1 and 
( v __ J1 for xeQ2, 
' W W ~ (0 for xeQ-Q2. 
We will use the abbreviation u = cou etc., obviously we have e = e in Q2. We may 
write 
e = {fi ~ 1V0 ~ % - -R*fi*} + JV- (6) 
All functions are in W\(Q), so for them the norm ||. Hi.o is equivalent to D(.)i/2 
with D(v) = D(v, v). Since î A is the minimal projection with respect to D(.) we have 
|| u - Rhu [La = cD(w - ^ A w )
1 / 2
 = cinf D(u - X)
1/2 ^ 
xeSh 
= cinf || fi — x Hi.o-
X*Sh 




Next we estimate the second term in (6). Proposition 4 guarantees in a similar way 
I K - J R A l i . n ^ chn\\ u„||n._v. 
For h sufficiently small we can because of proposition 1 find a TeZh with Q[ _= 
_= T _= OJ . Then we get 
^ [] ^ IU.«.' ^ ^ || t/ft ||n.r _g CA"-
1 || ^ IU-LT. 
Now let Uh e Sh be an approximation according to lemma 1. 
Then we have 
A'"1 || uh ! „ _ . . - _: A*"
111 „,, - _/„1 P_!.T + A""
1 || Uh ||P_!.T _; 
_i cA || uh - Uh | | i .T + A""
1!! « L-i .o ." + || u - Uh ||p-i.o.«}. 
The second term in the last inequality is bounded by cAp_1 || u | | , .n i . The first can 
further be estimated in the way 
h\\uh- U„ 1 1 - S h I u - uh | | . . - + A || „ - U,, J...- _̂  
_^A| |c | | 1 . n i + cA"| |„ | | . .n i 
and so we have 
|| A* - -RA Ii.i. ^ cA || e ||_.fll + c ^ "
1 I u \\pm{il. (8) 
It remains to bound the last term Rhe of (6). Since this is an element of Sh we have 
\\Rhe\\t,QScD(Rhe)^^ 
^csup{D(Rhe,X)\xeShA \\x\\i.o£ 1}. 
Now —see (2)—for x e Sh 
D(Rhe,x) = D(e,Xy 
The factor co of e — coe in the Dirichlet integral can be shifted over: 
D(i, x) = D(e, x) + -D(e, t>) (9) 
with v being the solution of 
— Av = 2V(co, x) + XAco in Q 
v = 0 on 30. 
We discuss first the term D(e, %). By the definition of e = u — _Rftu we have 
| D(e, J)| = inf | D(e, x - <p) | • 
<peSh 
Since (p may be choosen for h sufficiently small according to supp (q>) s__ Q[ we get 
| _>(«?, Z ) | _ _ || <»* " 9 | | i .J. || « | | i . _ . ^ 
_ . c A ' l „ l l i . - | e | | 1 . 0 l _ S 
_̂  c A l z l i . r l«||i.Oi = cf t | | z l i .o l« | | i .Oi-
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In order to estimate the second term in (9) we use a partition of unity with respect to 
Q'l and Q — Q[, i.e. C00-functions <r, x with a + % = 1 in Q and 
supp (o) c Q'{9 supp (T) c & — Q[ 
and write vx = av, v2 = tv. We have 
| -Dfo *0 | = inf | D(e, vx — q>i)\ + inf | D(e, r2 - (p2)\ . 
Here the regularity assumption comes in. We have the a priori estimates 
I K II2.11 ̂ c II»Il2.1i!' ^ clUHi.fi, 
|| v2 ||A.0 =" c|| i!||2.<v ^ c II x H1.0 
and therefore similar to above for x with \\ x ||i .n .= 1 
| -Ofer ) |^cA| |e | | 1 . l l l + cft'-MMIi.*-
This gives finally the same estimate for K,.e: 
II -R^li.fl £ch\\e \\UOl + ch*-
1 || e \\ua. (10) 
The estimates (7), (8) and (10) lead to the stated lemma 2. 
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